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A few editorial comments on subjects 
that affect more or less the entire organi
zation.

Firstly, on the matter of mailing 
comments or no mailing comments. I can see 
no reason for anyone "to hammer away at 
another member to get him to include mail
ing comments when he doesn't like to do 
them.,Nor, on the other hand, for anyone 
to grouse continually about those members 
who do like to have mailing comments, even 
to the point of running nothing BUT MCs. 
If one dislikes the individual contents of 
a zine, there is nothing wrong with saying 
so point-blank; if the member doesn't do 
anything to change the content, you can 
always ignore his zine. But if there are 
so many members doing this thing which 
you dislike, that it seems a general 
characteristic of the group, you had bet
ter resign from SAPS, and try some other 
APA. Right new, the MC-addicts seem to be 
in the majority, so if the non-MC fac
tion is content to read MCs and Just put 
in general material for their activity, 



that's fine; otherwise, why don't they resign? But in any case, there is no sense 
in their continual blithering about Too Much MCs. The other contingent that should 
either shut their big yawps or get out is the one that insists that a SAPSzine is 
not a SAPSzine without MCs. If they are that much in need of a mutual admiration 
and group psychology organization, they can start their own APA and make one of 
the rules that a member must have so many pages of mailing comments in each mail
ing. So what it it's impossible to make much comment on general stuff? The member 
who put in the general stuff should realize that it won't get much comment — I 
realized it myself, despite the grousing in #5 (after which I resolved not to cut 
SAPS stencils when I'm in a depressed mood).

There is, of course, a third group: those who are content to put in barely 
the minimum, requirements (and most of that unreadable and iuninteresting), Just to 
get the mailings and keep supplied with reading material. Against anyone like this 
the entire membership has a gripe, and most anything is fair against him. Right 
now, I don't think we have anyone who falls into this category, though, there are 
one ore two who are skirting rather close to the edge.

i i y ■ : E'
The second matter has to do with SAPS OElections and Pillar Poll voting.

I voted early this year — in fact, I got a postcard from Wally informing me that 
I had cast the second ballot. Then, early in March, I received a letter from one 
Burnett R. Toskey, Ph.D., OE, which was primarily an offer of a chance to buy a 
few old SAPS mailings. But the final paragraph went like so:

"Sneaky of you to 
vote for Harness instead of Miriam. The Carrs paid a visit up here recent
ly, and Miriam would make a fine OE, but not as good as... ."

Now, as far 
as I knew, only one person was supposed to find out how I voted in this elec
tion, and that was the official teller, one Wally Weber. I am grotched quite a 
bit that anyone else should have access to the voting records, but I'm not try
ing to blame Wally. When Toskey originally appointed Wally as teller, after a 
period of declaring that he would count the votes himself (during which there 
were loud objections to that idea, from myself, and from others), I had an idea 
that the appointment was made so that Toskey could flatter, persuadeaand cajole 
the official teller into letting him find out who fvoted how in the election. But 
I didn't think that anyone - even Toskey - would be stupid enough to BRAG, in ef
fect, that he had done so. I imagine that he also knows who voted how in the Pil
lar Poll. If so, he knows that he got only one point from me — and had it been mor 
more, I would have sent a letter to Wally cancelling every single point I'd given 
Toskey, since there is no other way to register a protest of null-egoboo.

Soooooo.... I propose that there be added to the rules of SAPS a statement 
that the official teller shall keep all votes secret from the rest of the member
ship — this rule to be added by the Incoming OEney. Why should one member be al
lowed to audit the votes, and not the rest? Might aS well publish the entire vot
ing results in tabular form, giving who voted for whom in what category. Pfui. As 
you may have guessed, I am still grotched.

DEPARTMENT OF NEGATIVE HUXTERING: SAPSzines needed -

Mailing 21: SPRING COMES TO BLANCHARD AND SOMERVILLE
26: ONCE IS ENOUGH (Anderson) & ZEITSCHRIFT 77^
36: THE KEEBIRD CAPER
37: COLLECTOR
39: THE HAPPY SAP & COSLETZINE 139 (Pt. 2)

fanzines please? 
Fanzines Please? 

PLEASE?
P*L*E*A*S*E???

e

1+1: REPORT ON THE LONCON & AGHAST 1-1|
42: WARNING (Meyers)

also: Mailings 1-5, 8-20, and 24
any postmailings from the Mlg.3O"3T hiatus.
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CABAL 3
LADDER

24 Jan

29 Jan

We begin thia iaaue’a stuff in attempt to nako it rough
I'or the characters like Loe, who deplore so much MC.
I intend that they shall find, as through SpoBen they shall wind, 
There are things e good deal worse than MCs — such as this verse.
Yet I still would like to please those who want to read LLCs, 
So if throe months gives me time, ell MCs will be in rhyme!

Five days gone by, and nothing done even to start this SpeBem's run;
I found before I'd e'en begun, MCs in verse are work, not fun.
So back we go now, once again, to straight MCs, which bug some fen.
Let those who wish to gripe and groan put out their six-page stencilled 

moan;
That kind of stuff they do quite well. Or else Just let them go to hell. 
(I should like to emphasize to you SAPSish gals and guys 
That this diatribe is lined with no special fan in mind.
Quite a few have hit the keys to spell out "Not so much MCs!!" 
ALL of these I aim at here -- do I make myself quite clear?) 
Now the thought ,that I had most in mind when I became quite SAPS-inclined 
Was "This looks like a lot of fun" --it should be so with everyone!
I don't say APAs aren't a chore; at times all fandom's quite a bore -- 
But I'll throw fandom out the door when fun is less and work is more. 
If most SAPS greet, with gladsome cries, tons of MCs, which you despise, 
Either ignore them if you can, or get out -- let in some other fan.

But on the other hand there is another side to this strange biz:
The idiot who, in some way, sees nothing of worth except MCs;
The dolt with the tone so condescending, who says that he thinks your 

ways need mending
If you prefer that your fanzine score with articles, fiction -----  and

nothing more.
Non-MC stuff, this clod will shout, is good in a zine Just to pad it out!
You may print what you like, say his kind decrees, provided, of 

course, that you do MCs.
This craze for MCs is a vile curse, it ought to be clear there is 

nothing worse
Than to force mailing comments from members unwilling -- in writing 

they're bad, but in reading they're killing.

So I'll no longer on this crap dwell; let those with these attitudes 
go to hell.

Let each member do what he damn well pleases articles, fiction, or 
even MCses!

And I'll end this verse-page, quite patently bad (Yes, Terry, the 
meter keeps changing like mad.)



ROCK #3 Entertaining blatherings -- rather the sort of thing that is coming 
to be Espected in ROCK. Your right-hand, sub-neo isn't really much use 

on a case of anything but booze, but I do wish you’d sent him somewhere other .than \ 
Florida — he polluted the state, so I had to move. A distinct non-fannish --or 
even anti-fannish atmosphere was pervading the area, starting around Sarasota, and 
spreading in all directions. The part that spread out to sea has been called the 
"red tide." Please keep him put‘of California, : at--least: for the next... couple.; of years r 
till I can getnjy MS and afford tb move again. ■ •. i. .k .iC

Very good' likeness! of Toskey you havd drawn here- the little.:png i^-p-arcone? 
Go ahead and write' that never’-to-be-read-by-anyone-else autobiographyr Es> I’ll 

have someone swipe it (My spies'are' everywhere), and? publish itiin. SAPSs OK?; Why, 
I'll even give you page credits. 'Generosity is my watchword, ("watchword": one that 
is engraved on the back of a watch -- or a word one better watch; it's sneaky.)

Re: "music.garbage can" and your intimation that I may be a literary garbage can, 
I admit to liking.Shell. Scott, fanzines -and Shakespeare and a few other.kinds of 
writing, BUT .1 like only parts Of each one: Shell Scott is good only, for an.occasion
al clever line; fanzines are. generally lousy when it comes top straight fiction; and 
Shakespeare is not for casual reading. The point to all this being that I do not like 
ALL writing, which is the analogy to Colin Cameron's liking all music.

Enough for you this.time, Rs Adams -- how about taking a lesson from someone 
(though not me) onusing those lettering guides? I'm planning to take a lesson in 
stencilling, too -- wish to hell I still had the multimonster.

HERE THERE.BE SAPS #2 I disagree with your idea about charging^jrtQre than the 
standard $1 for waiting-lister bundles, particularly on a 

sliding.scale. For one thing, it would be impossible to pre-pay for a wl bundle, 
as is being done so much now that no bundles are left after the- deadline. And I 
think the. reastjpable ease with which wl bundles are obtained is one way that new 
fans can get better acquainted with SAPS, and retain their interest while on the wl. 

"101 Facts Of Interest To SAPS." was published in SP4CKWARP about five years 
ago, and most of the material in it has been assimilated into FANCY II. Still, it 
was a most excellent, compilation.

OK, just what should that sign in the p. 10 illo say? "You don't ____  _______
enough." That's what mine says right now.

Liked the line "Coswal is an ycleptomaniae." Veddy good.
■ Well, about the- All Baba turban included with SPEBEM 5---I didn't put it in 

the zine --. .Doreen did. The Breck Company distributes various kinds of Junk to the 
library to give out in the children's room, and they give out so many of them that 
sometimes the library,can'.t get rid of them before the next shipment' of Junk comes 
in. So Doreen decided this would be a good way to get .rid of about 50 or so Ali 

'Baba turbans (I put. them, in the extra copies' ! fancoff, too), and that if the 
member didn't want it. he could probably find some kid in the neighborhood who 
would. "

OK, I'll go along with "MOREOR in '64."
I finally succeeded in getting the'issue' of MAD that I was missing (#28), 

and I've sent the whole stack of magazines off to:the bindery. They should be 
back by the time this mailing deadline arrives.-' ■ •

Disagree.on the grammatical question of "DC Fandom was/were all... ." The 
examples you city, "everyone", and "everything" and other words like, them, are not 
collective nouns -- they're defined as singular pronouns. But "DC Fandom" is a 
collective noun acting individually, not as a group in this instance (Eney was 
talking of their actions in fan publishing or something of the sort, if I remem
ber correctly). So the proper verb agreement is "DC Fandom were...."

I don't really blame you for not wanting to get a car, in the face of the ri
diculously high rates for insurance. I had a car last year, paid the high insur
ance, and sold the car Just in time to prevent my having to pay the second year's 
premium (and also to move to LA.) 

, There is absolutely no reason why the Encyclopedia Americana should mention



Geoffrey Rankin----for one thing, he's British, and. for another, he's only an edi
tor, not an author. He was mentioned in Noted Etymologists by Johnswell (London, 
1893, Cambridge U.P.). You should be able to find a copy at the LA Public Library, 
but if you can't, there is one at Southern Cal.

The typeface used in SPELEOBEM 5 for NanShare's filkeong was that on the new 
typer the boss at Tam^a Public Library bought for his office. A lovely thing, and 
I wish I had one like it ---  or that I had the City of Tampa to pay for it.

I really don't see that there is any need for a volume of "The Best from
SAPS" or from any APA   as a yearly project. If the item is really good, 
BEST OF FANDOM will anthologize it, and if it's only of interest to SAPS, what 
use is reprinting?

2 February

SPY RAY OF SAPS Just why should Palmer be equated with "meaning” and Boucher 
with"argumenty as you've done in commenting to Coswal? I'd 

think it would be the other way around. Elucidate, please.
Oh, that's great! You can't follow the bit in Berry's story about the winner 

of the Epsom race, what with the complications that your own stories get into! Try 
comparing the name of the horse Larry bet on with his injuries. (I admit I had to 
go back and look at the first part again, but at second try I did get the point. 
Good deal here, John Berry!)

I like your Shakespeare quotes muchly, even though I'm not familiar enough 
with all of them to get the points. The ones I am familiar with, though, give evi
dence that it might be worth looking the others up. The most beautiful one you 
have is the one to Ed Cox: "0 monstrous! But one half-pennyworth of bread to this 
intolerable deal of sack!” Mind if I expound on this? I think it deserves it. The 
speaker in this quote is Falstaff, probably the bigest boozer in all of Shake
speare, complaining that there is too much liquor with his meal. The comparison 
with EdCo's complaints about mailing comments is what I'm reading into the use of 
the quote --- a lovely bit.

A very good reply to Toskey in regard to the relative merits of Tolkien and 
Shaver, but I frankly doubt that the reply will do any good, since Toskey is a 
bit prone to Gemcarring on such matters.

I refuse to turn in my G&S button, Iney ---- and you'd better go get some
new glasses. I didn't say I couldn't remember the tune to "When I was a lad in 
19O6...", I said I "couldn't remember the words! (cf. SPELEOBEM 5, p. 69, para
graph 2).

You're right about the point to SPP #5 — that's the first one that more 
than one person has identified.

I'm not quite sure exactly where I lost my way in "High Goon" and it's not 
at hand right now----but I think it was a combination of not getting ; the pun 
about Bradbury for quite a while, and being unable to figure out exactly what 
happened to the GDA ops at the very end, plus some other small items that I did 
not quite get. Remember, now, you asked for this, so I'd appreciate it if you 
refrained from exasperated comments on my denseness. Bad enough I've admitted it.

Enjoyed your SAPS-fiction again this time, though I've a few questions: #1: 
I've never read Wollcott, why apologies to him on this story? #2: Why use Clod 
Hall? (I suspect because you hesitated to use any SAPSite for the villain.) #3= 
Why should I help Clod Hall to his feet? I've been maligned!

OK, I'll play your silly political poll game ---- but frankly I don't give
much of a damn about politics, and thus have no choices for candidates. And my 
knowledge of probable candidates is based on a very few newspaper articles and 
a lot of hearsay.

BRONCLETTE #2 That copy of "100 Proofs That The Earth Is Not A Globe" was one 
four or five that I sent out to various fans who might like to 

read such a thing for one reason or another. I found it hilarious, myself. This 
old character brought about a dozen copies into the Tampa Library, which threw 
them out almost immediately. The inked equation indicated that I thought the



author was a ecrewhall. Wonder what Andy Young thought about the copy I sent him?

no gem of writing, is better than he's done yet, and does show he's im-definitely 
proving.

FANTOCCINI #2k .1 do not, as of this writing, believe in Leslie Norris. If,
between now and the time this zine is completed, I happen to 

meet "Leslie Norris," I shall print a retraction. So far only LA 56 Fandom and 
Ted Johnstone aver-you exist, and I'm not crazy enough to believe them! As for 
your other references, BJo denies knowing you, Eich Brown is in Florida, and Paul 
Stanbery is himself a. hoax (I've MET him, and I KNOW he's a hoax!), so I'll have 
to ask Pick Sneary.

And I'd still like an explanation of your title -- for which information I'll 
trade an explanation of MY title, if you're interested. Of course, you may already 
know it. . .-W’.- .

Also, it's usually the practice to send copies of one's fanzine to contributors 
such as artists. Quite possibly you've already done so in this case, but I mention 
it because Rotsler was here, going through the SAPS mailing commenting on all of 
his illos that showed up in the mailing, in zines none of which he had received at 
that time (about 1/28/60 or thereabouts).

POT POURRI #10 Well, I see by the index that you took Sandy's (l think) sugges
tion that you not index items starting with "The" under that 

word. The same goes for items starting with "A" and "An," too, by the way.
Enjoyed "Shorts Circuit" very much indeed. ■'
I agree with you entirely in regard to the extra-pages penalty bit. And by 

damn, I hope you give, anybody hell who steps out of line
in SAPS--- including me, if necessary. I see that 
Toskey, the clown, has penalized himself JO pages 
for next mailing -- he might have; tried an apol
ogy instead, I think. But that's Toskey. As I

■ think I said last issue, Toskey would have had 
a revolution on his hands, in all probability, 
had he dropped either-you-or Howard from SAPS 
on this deal. ,P.u .1

Regarding your comments on Toskey’s 
COMPENDIUM, I'm trying.to figure out if . - 
you have tongue in cheek or rocks in head.

If you're really interested in stamp - 
collecting, I still have a huge collection left

’ from pre-SF days, which could be unearthed for 

/



purposes of trading, from their entombment in Tampa.
You're probably right about the relative advancement of the U.S. and Russia, as 

far as I can see (though I doubt the difference is as much as 20 years). But some 
people have selective blindness when it comes to such matters----they see only what 
they want to see and believe. Items such as "The Big Red Lie" cater to such people 
in order to sell.

POOR RICHARD'S ALMANAC #6 I'd liketo argue the merits of being an optomist with
the world in its present condition, Rich, but I'm not 

sure I really care that much. lean be optomistic most of the time, somehow, maybe 
by ignoring that which I can't possibly do anything about and that about which I 
don't care — such as politics. What was the line about "...keep your eye upon the 
doughnut, and not upon the hole"? Sounds like a good idea, if you can do it ----- 
there are some people who are natural-born worriers and couldn't possibly take
such an attitude. But try G&S:

Is your dislike of "Mack

"Hop and skip to fancy's fiddle, 
Hands across and down the middle, 
Life's perhaps the only riddle that we shrink 

from giving up.
String the lyre and fill the cup,
Lest on sorrow we should sup,
Take life as it comes 1" ((GONDOLIERS))

the Knife" based on the song itself, or on the cur
rent bastardized version of same? It was a pretty good song, even in the English 
translation, when done as part of the original "Three-Penny Opera” ("Die Drei-
grdschenoper.") And in German it's even better.

Your Abominable Story isn't very good, having to depend on two proper names 
to get in the line, as it does. But I did like the "tail trolled by an Edgut."

SAPROLLER #18 I'm not sure that you should have mentioned the idea that your 
election would mean increased SAPS activity, since several SAPS 

have been decrying the large mailings already -- and one has even stated his in
tention to vote for Eney since having an East Coast editor would cut down on the 
mailing size. Pfui. Actually, I'm not sure that your election would increase act
ivity --- quite probably a lot of the LA members would wait until the last minute 
and then bring over a minimum effort, since they'd know such last-ditch efforts 
would be possible, and wouldn't have to worry about the Post Offal Department. 
But anyway, by the time you read this we'll know the results, one way or the 
other.And no matter who wins, there are a couple people who will have to get off 
the last-minute kick------ that's YOU, Wally Weber, and YOU, Blotto Otto!

And YOU, TOO,' Jack Harness.' !

????????????? #1 Ivas reading John Trimble's copy of THE SPEC-
(Ted Johnstone's unnamed zine) TATOR #50, which got here before my mailing,

since it was sent first class. And I was puz
zling over Wrai's title of E.O.T.O.S., as I've done ever since Toskey started 
using the title, and all of a sudden I figured'it out. I would reveal the meaning 
in the next mailing. So I find that both you and Wrai have also figured it out, 

■ and beaten me to the punch by revealing it in THIS mailing. Pfui. You cheat, sir.
Well, you couldn't read 102 pages in two days, and I can't find anything to 

comment on in your zine intthe two days of''.'spare times' that it's taken me to 
read it. Well, not much comment, anyway — —- —---

. ; Regarding the casting of The Yeomen, I was going mainly by attitudes, not 
physical resemblances -- at least where I knew the attitudes. You're right, of 

L course -- I resemble Wilfred Shadbolt more than Jack Point., But if I can possibly 



27 Mar. help it I'm not going to sing that role. I don't care for the character in 
the first place, and he doesn't have enough -worth--while songs, in the sec

ond place. So as long as I'm casting I'll play Jack Point. (And how's this for 
taking up almost two months after stopping comments in the middle of a sentence?) 

Now, now, I didn't say that you insulted people -- it's Just that you try to 
HELP them in a Gama-like way. In the case of the spider that bit Doreen, tho, it 
was neither trompled or a victim of blood poisoning — but it had such a bad taste 
in its mouth that it committed suicide.

Come now, your excuse for not going bowling again is very weak — I'm sure you 
could bowl a 97, if you tried hard. Now Harness might have trouble trying to bowl 
according to such a criteria, but... .

I like your verse "The Fantasy Collector's Song." The Hamlet-parody is too much 
to be very effective. I think I like the blank-mind verse, too, but Ernie Wheatley 
is playing "My Fair Lady" on the phonograph, and it's difficult to assimilate any 
verse under such circumstances. Will re-read sometime, and see what I can do in the 
same vein.

COLLODION Guess you're unlucky, since this didn't appear in the "frotieth SAPS 
mailing of January, i960." It appeared, as I suppose you realize by 

now, in the 1st mailing of January i960 (and the only one) -- the 50th mailing in 
the history of SAPS.

How about examples of what you consider .some author...before the coming of 
modern science made statements in Jest, or Just to fit the theme of his story, which 
later were proved, or at least accepted to be true." I presume you have a few exam
ples in back of the statement, and I'd like to know what they are.

"Why, when there is plenty good stf to be had, does everyone want to read about 
cops and robbers?" I include this quote from your comments about the fannish detec
tive slory popularity, to show that I'm not taking things out of context. Your ques
tion is a self-contained non-sequitur, in that the amount of "good stf" available in 
the prozines (even allowing that there is some available there) is quite irrelevant 
to what fans want to read in fanzines. I don't think that you mean that there is a 
lot of good stf available in fanzines — there is hardly any at all, let alone any 
that is good. 'The reason would probably be that fans can't write good stf -- if they 
could, they'd be pros. And the reason for the popularity of the fannish detective 
story is probably that fans like to see other fans (and themselves) as characters 
in stories, and the detective story is one of the easiest to write around fans. An 
occasional fannish stf story gets printed -- did you see John Berry's GOON CASEBOOK 
(or was it YEARBOOK) that had Eney's "High Goon"? It was a combination fannish stf 
and detective story. (A bit confusing, but enjoyable).

Your neofannishness is showing: a small plastic gun which shoots suction-tipped 
darts is, when used in connection with things fannish, a plonker; the darts are 
called plonks. I refer you to our plonker expert, Mr. Berry.

The only reason I filled in the letters on the MC headings for SpeBem 5 was that 
fhe grease-pencil slipped when I was doing the first one, and it was too much to 
erase, so I filled it in and filled in the others for a sort of uniformity (tho I 
forgot some of the things I was doing as the issue progressed.)

My comment that Socialism failed in Great Britain was in answer to your state
ment that it hadn't been given, a chance. You didn't specify where.

And now I think your egotism is showing: "as inspired as a chess champ
ion in a game of Chinese checkers." Rfui. Just why do you bother playing, then?

Well, I for one.won't.start claiming you are a foul-mouthed adolescent, a sex
fiend, a pacifist, etc. — Just a slightly over opinionated type.-- #5 on Koko's 
little list, I'd say.

COLLECTOR That embossing work .is most enjoyable, especially in several colors.,
, : ■ ‘ You have a machine that does that sort of stuff?

Your campaign to get rid of Toskey is a noble one indeed, and I expect it will 
come to a successful conclusion sometime this year -- probably in July. That OK?

8



Regarding that mention in the Detroit paper that you said I got, I've never seen 
it, and Sybil said she'd save me a clipping of it. Do you still have it? Would like 
very much to get same -- if you don't have a clipping I could get, can you at least 
let me know the name and date of the paper so I could hunt for the thing through the 
vast (or at least halfway) library system? Please??

If, by the time you see this, you haven't heard of Mr. White's rebuttal to your 
scandalous allegation that he is a deadbeat Just because he hasn't paid up, check 
up with Alan J. or write me. It sseems you should have had a business session at the 
convention -- it's difficult to keep feuds going otherwise.Tsk, tsk, Howard. ((By 
the way, I'm reminded of a line in your SAPSzine of the 45th mailing —p.10, last 
paragraph. Guess it didn't work that way, huh?))

I for one would like to see as many convention articles as you may wish to write, 
on the grounds that I may one day face the possibility of being on a con committee 
(like, MORDOR IN '64.'!) and the experiences of past con committees will be most val
uable. So dig out the articles you wrote, and put them through SAPS, huh?

SPACEWARP 65 Hah! You did get even with Dee, didn't you! Now wait till you see how 
many members are going to get even with you this mailing, for the plague 

of fan-fiction you perpetrated on SAPS.
I have my doubts that Toskey will get the "15^ year old twin sisters" bit, but it 

is a lovely one.
Your vembletroon doesn't scan right. There are too many feet in the second line, 

for instance --it should be iambic pentameter, not hexameter.
I agree that the 00 should have a break-down of page credits rather than a listing 

of the date on which the zines were received (though it would be nice to be able to 
include both items, if possible).

Yes, someone else remembers what MRAOC stands for, though I'm not quite an old-time 
SAPSite -- Just one nosy enough to go through old mailings. MAILING REVIEWS AND OTHER 
CRUD. Yes?

And speaking, as you were, of looking forward to seeing SAPS at future cons, I hope 
we'll see you at Pittsburgh? I'm afraid I didn't really get a chance to talk much with 
you at Detroit, but I plead first-con-madness, and would correct the situation at the 
Pittcon.

As a result of your 548pp prediction for the 50th mailing, have another plate of 
crow! (I understand the flavor may become more enjoyable with increased dosage).

Well, I dod have a total of 102 pages, plus the turban, so I think I shall demand 
that Toskey correct the page-count error for the 49th mailing, and credit me with 
10J pages, total. It's only fair, after all, if I'm willing to settle for 1 additional 
page, that he admit being in error. I could push for two more pages of credit.

I may decide to put several of my college stf- and fan-oriented papersthrough 
SAPS in the near future -- especially if Eney won the OEship. One traitor here in 
LA said he was for Eney because it would cut down the size of the mailings (he sur
mised that the main body of West-coast fans would cut down on their output since the 
zines would have to be sent under 8th zone postage). So I shall be stuffing the maj1 - 
ings again, in such a case. If the OEship stays out here, you may be lucky for a year 
or so more, and not have the things thrust before you.

Oh, I see how you mean about writing poetry ---- like............................

WORDSMITHING

Professor Heinrich von Sndpfchen Tdrz 
Became enmeshed in fandom's snares 
When he found out that fandom had 
A special Jargon (tho slightly mad).

For TSrz was an etymologist great --
He'd written books on how scientists prate, 
He'd studied the speech of most classes of Man. 
And now he'd determined to study the Fan. 9.



He subbed to the fanzines, both great and small, 
Thinking he really should get them all — 
An impossible task, as he soon found out, 
Even for the completists, the pack-rats devout.

He picked up fanspeak quite quickly, of course, 
And traced the terms back to their original source. 
Then he'd write up his work for a fanzine or two; 
(The first word he'd found had been "egoboo.")

He studied them all with an interest keen: 
"Fugghead" and "apa," "ampubber" and "zine." 
The sources appeared rather easy to find — 
But pronouncing some words was a strain on the mind.

He solved "crifanac" off the top of hie head:
"If 'cri' comes from 'critical,' that's how it's said!" 

"Gafia" seemed a bit harder to say
Till he solved the first syllable: "'A' like 'away.'"

One day he saw "Fout."' in some BNF's zine,
And assumed from his knowledge of French it would mean 
Much the same thing in fanspeak; 'twas not very long 
Till he found that, for once, he was thoroughly wrong.

In fandom the word was an expletive mild;
And tracing the source drove him utterly wild. 
Where was the transition from something obscene 
To a commonplace comment in most every zine?

This problem obsessed him; it finally grew
To the point where he cracked, on pronouncing it "fout" 
And being informed by some neofan lout
That one was supposed to pronounce it as "fout."

Professor Heinrich von Sntlpfchen Tdrz
Has gafiated — and no one cares.
He claimed that the reason was mental afflictions 
Brought on by fanspeak's innate contradictions.

But the truth is, he wrote up.-.his critical study, 
Which the faneds rejected; they all called it "cruddy." 
And mundane periodicals refused to receive it — 
In fact, quite a number refused to believe it.

So let there be a lesson to other mundane squares
In what befell Professor Heinrich von Sniipfchen TMrz: 
You cannot use fandom as an obstacle course 
Over which to ride a mundane hobby horse!

Actually, if a fee for Joining the waiting list were imposed, there would be no 
condemnation from FAPA — it was Ron Ellik who came up .with the idea, originally, 
although he hasn't done anything to implement it as yet. I still think it would 
be a good idea, in that the fee would pay for the SPECTATORS and the postage in
volved in sending them to the waiting listers. It would also be an incentive to 
have them respond to the SPECTATOR quickly, as dropping to the bottom of the list 
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would cost another joining fee.
Enjoyed your pomery, and LRRH In The Proz. Not interested in the Mayer bit.

RETRO 15 Cover muchly enjoyed — I wondered where Toskey got some of the stuff 
he was publishing. This explains everything. Now if we only had a mem

ber who taught something like Marriage and the Family, or Abnormal Psychology... .
I'm very much afraid that my evial ways have fallen upon evial days. Like, I 

don't think this issue ojf SPELEOBEM will go over JO pages — if that much. Not that 
the enthusiasm isn't there, but time is limited. Should finish up in a couple days, 
but probably won't make it. So you may consider that your recriminations have had a 
definite effect.

Finally somebody dug the lino of the 200th Fandom Slogan in Spanish: "Que los locos 
se los paean bien.'" The thing that ended the editorial in #65 was the same slogan, in 
Polish (thanks for it to Joe Pylka). Anybody care to translate to some other speech?

For the Rail-riding Quiggmobile, we didn't let any of the air out of the tires — 
Just ran it onto the tracks at a siding, and went merrily along the tracks (Jim Quigg 
is a rail fan, and knew how much the tracks were used, to prevent us from coming in 
contact with any trains. And I never heard him complain that rail-riding hurt his 
tires very much, either. Maybe he just liked doing it too much to complain.

Hal On the matter of uninformed opinion being heard, I have told Andy Young that 
The World Is Flat — I sent him one of the booklets put out by the flat-Earthers. I 
think I sent you one, too, didn't I? Some character brought a dozen of them into the 
Tampa Library, so I appropriated them from the wastebasket, and sent them to a few 
fans who might appreciate the humor of them. Like Andy Young. Heh-heh-heh.

Oh. Somehow I got the idea that Switchblade John Davis was brought about before 
Sapton Place was written, but I can't think where, so I'll thank you for the infor
mation and let you have the credit for the term. "Dude Jawn Davis" came from
LeeJay's "Six-Gun Serenade," a part of the Ballard Chronicles.

You're right on the Seemingly Pointless Story — it's Just that the version I was 
using, from Best's Song Fest, is slightly different from the one that Sandy sings. 
I'll print the thing somewhere in this issue, I guess — if I get my book back from 
Ted Johnstone in time, that is.

Dammit, that alleged joke on the backpage of SPELEOBEM 5 wasn't mine! I prefer 
jokes that are lewd, not crude.

Elinor is quite right — daiquiris ARE a Good Drink!

FOLLOW THE GOLDBRICK ROAD.........Rich Brown

Sorry I missed out on making some comment like your bit: Carl Brandon holding up 
Toskey's Ph.D. certificate. A lovely line, indeed.

Rich Eney -- and probably Toskey, too, for that matter — seems to be overly PO'd 
at anything vaguely resembling Dianetics or Scientology, and he winds up sniping at 
people who are even somewhat involved with the subjects, instead of at the subjects 
themselves. Arguing ad personam, I think 'tis called.

But I think your rebuttal should take care of said arguments — quite probably it 
won't, but should!

I don't think that "Gravy Preferred" comes up to the rest of the Hall of Shame 
Stories. I suppose I should get out the rest of the stories and see which I liked 
best, but I'm lazy. Even in the least of them, tho, there's a lot of good lines -- 
I guess the editorial asides make these things. Much fun. So now you going to write 
some new ones?

Still another of Art Rapp.'s Ultimate Weedons, huh? I wonder which of these is THE 
Ultimate?--Somehow I boggle at Doc Lqchimkopf getting into SAPSfictiqfn, when - there 
are so many more deserving creations <to wp^k with ... like Squink Blog. On the other 
hand, are you sure these stories weren't written by Squink Blog?

Like these big issues of RETRO, Buz, and hope you'll have more of them.

The page seems to be running out, so let's go on to another stencil for the next, 
zine. 11 



CRY HAVOC J! Tha next zine seems to be........THE SATURDAY EVENING GHOST 8 I thought 
11 d got rid. 

of the LeeM zines for this mailing. So let's see whether we have anything to say on 
this one.

Enough has already been written elsewhere, I think, on the subject of whether or 
not a live performance is very much better than a recording, so I'll Just add one 
small observation: Tonight we've got a fan-publishing session going at our place — 
Jack Harness, Ted Johnstone, Ed Cox, and a couple other local fans have been sitting 
around typing, running the gestetner, and so forth. All the time we've had the pho
nograph going. Ed put on a Shostokovich record at full blast, till I complained that 
it was too loud, and went to turn it down. '-But you couldn't turn it down if you 
were at a concert,- said Ed. uThat's why I buy records, instead,11 I replied. And it 
occurs to me that this is quite an advantage that records have over live performance: 
you can select the range, and technical changes you want.

To make things short and to the point, I am Don Fulano de Tai. The reference that 
Eney gave to Charteris's The Wonderful War was the correct source of the name. At no 
time did more than one fan write PENCIL POINT. I did #1 and #3, while Doreen did #2 
during the time I was at the Detention. I may -gput some more of these in later, but 
time is so limited right now that I don't know when #4 will appear-, if ever. It was 
fun watching the old members blaming each other, anyway. And if I'd had sense 
enough to shut up about buying old mailings when corresponding with the Busbixii, 
I might have been able to keep people confused a while longer. Attention Toskey (or 
whoever is counting page-credit): Go ahead and give me the 12 pages of credit for 
the three issues of PENCIL POINT.

Write some more poetry, in the line of the one in this GHOST. I like it better 
than the stuff you've been putting in recently.

For the benefit of those unacquainted with Sherlock Holmes, I guess it would be a 
good idea to translate the message spelled out in Dancing Men on the cover of 
NEMATODE 3-' "Happy New Year SAPS/ Ellis, Bob and Nematode." (The little man with 
the flag marks the end of a word).

Free admission of stupidity is rather rare in SAPS, but I'm afraid I have to ad
mit to be Ind rather dense about Karen's quote — or rather paraphrase. In fact, as 

much as I hate to admit it, I don't even recognise the thing when you spell it out 
for me. I shall, however, make sure I look it up tomorrow at work. Thanks for the 
confidence in me, Bob, misplaced as it happened to be this time. (By the way, I'm 
surprised that no one corrected my answering lino, in that I used the wrong verb: 
it should have been "Ich kenne nicht..." instead of "Ich kann nicht... ." I realized 
my mistake on reading the zine over — a few days after mailing the copies off to 
Seattle. In the time since I started typing this paragraph, the company here has 
been increased by Dean and Shirley Dickensheet, members of the Loe Angeles Scion 
Society of the Baker Street Irregulars. Dean informe me that the quote is from Goethe, 
which I'd guessed, and from "Mignon," which I would never have thought of.

Issues of NEMATODE are always high points of the mailings. The Sciences-of-the- 
Mind burlesque was a bit overdone, but still quite enjoyable. The bit on painting,

A Travesty is a Pastiche that didn't quite make it..............Dean Dickensheet

however, is hilarious! A very enjoyable contribution.

S— #4 (and last) Nice of you to go to the trouble of changing yourtitle Just to 
make our OE more at ease when reading the mailings. Very consider

ate I should say, and I hope that Toskey - and other prudish types - appreciates it.
Very good versifying, Terry, on "Lines Upon An Iconoclastic Brow."
The Nathaniel Whately story, though, doesn't come off. The mixing of a Gothic 

style with a fannish subject fouls up both of them, and ends up with something that 
doesn't really hold one's attention throughout the piece. Like your illo for it, tho,
12



and the Capella that follows it. ..p . •:.! '
Thanks- for'^he info on Keith Joseph.. The KJ-BikeAVorzimer-ploy sounds hilarious. 

The Shelly Vick reference is probably too obscure, for me, the only thing I can re
member is a tee shirt with "I am Shelby Vick" on it. That your reference? And what 
is the story behind the reference, if it isn't?

Dammit Terry, I still say that April JI is the most ridiculous date Miriam men
tioned, even if you say it's her birthday. According to the calendar April has only 
thirty days. Shades of Frederick!!!

"Land” df the Pharoahs, " which I saw so damn many times working in the theater, was 
a good film, all right, but after time and again and again AND AGAIN, it was deadly 
dull. Luckily, I have succeeded in forgetting the thing, so I won't be able to quote 
the scenes to you.

Bather skimpy comments to you this time. Good ish, tho — much appreciated.

BOG 12 Noted
SAPSTYPE 10 Noted
SPELEOBEM 6 & 6| Noted 
THE SPECTATOB Noted 
PENCIL POINT J Noted 
FANMARK GREETING CARDS Noted 
BIG HEARTED HOWARD SUPPORTS... Noted 
POOR RICHARD'S ALMANAC A Noted

EARTH WOMEN'S BURDEN I still like that Garrett parody, even after re-hearing and 
re-reading it so many times. Of course, it deserves to be 

answered in kind, and methinks it will be interesting at Pittsburg, if Garrett shows 
up for the convention. Yes.

EWB makes very nice reading, but I can't think of anything to say that wouldn't 
seem rather snide under the present circumstances, p do think that bit about the NJF 
character asking Gordon Dickson what fanzine he published is slightly fabulous. This 
same character - one Seth Johnson - is the one who got up during the questioning 
period after the pro editors' panel, demanding to know why there was a conspiracy 
against the NFFF in the prozines, since they wouldn't print his propaganda for the 
NFFF Fanzine Clearing House. I think Seth has the dubious distinction of being the 
most active fugghead in the N3F.

Somehow, I want to get the tune to the SILVERLOCK song. The words are fabulous.
The Tolkien-ist parody of "Jesse James" grotched me when I first saw it, and I 

still don't particularly like it. Probably I'm a little too much of a purist to like 
such a flippant treatment.

KAREN ANDERSON, WHY DON'T YOU PUBLISH THE SCRIPTS TO THE TWO PLAYS THAT HAVE BEEN 
PUT ON AT THE LAST TWO CONVENTIONS?? Or at least send them to someone who will pub
lish them. Like, me.

MAINE-IAC 20 The Quover is Noted. The rest isn't.

FENDENIZEN 1J Nonononononononononono!!!!! You have entirely the wrong idea about 
Mordor in 64!! The Mordor Redevelopment Commission has been very ac

tive in the past age or two, and they've eliminated almost every trace of the old 
Mordor, which repelled Tolkien when he came to visit as a tourist. Why, today you'd 
have a hard time telling the difference between Mordor and Los Angeles. So the Good 
Word is still "MORDOR IN ’64!!"

You have several agreeing echoes in this area for your comment that Tolkien is a 
way of life. Why don't you write that article on the elves for the 00 of The Fellow
ship of the Ring, I PALANTIR? We'd love to have it.

I don't think that Toskey is a case of being a plum tree expected to bear apples. 
A closer comparison would be a raisin vine expected to come up with grapes on a few 
occasions.

Well, SPELEOBEM 5 was a drag -- to me at least, when I'd Just finished writing it, 
13



though when I re-read, it a oouple months later, I rather liked, it. Glad a few others 
liked, it, too. To compliments inflated. I've appreciative replies.

Well, if being an Eagle Scout is impressive, I might as well go one step further: 
I'm actually an Ehgle Scout with Silver Palm (15 badges more than Eagle) and. also a 
Silver Award Explorer Scout (tho Explorer rank equivalent to Eagle). I'm quite sure 
I'd never have made any of these ranks without having a couple friends of mine who 
were working for them at the same time. It's easier - much easier - than going it 
by oneself.

As a generality, I may accept your statement that Boxers are gentle dogs. But I'd 
like you to meet several of the Boxer mutts around our neighborhood in Tampa — par
ticularly Hundchen (pronounced "Huncha")who chased cars, bicycles, and pedestrians so 
much there were several times I threatened to kick her teeth down her throat (since I 
was one of the cyclists and pedestrians she chased.

Well, I'm sorry I didn't remember your citation of the Nan Share motorcycle bit in 
FENDEN 11, but on checking back, I find that there is leeway for supposing that you 
meant only that Howard had used the bit, not that he originated. But this is Just 
trying to weazle out of the fact that I didn't remember your statement.

Elinor, with verses galore, arranges her clever words
In line after line of poetry fine, which she says are For The Birds.
Was parakeet, in verses neat, ever so glorified?
Or cockatiel have such appeal, and cause poetic pride?

She says her verse so bright and terse is Going To The Dogs, 
Then writes up rounds to Sausage Hounds -- those animated logs. 
Was e'er in song a Dog so Long — a Hund beneath a Dach — 
Such tribute paid — immortal made -- and yet with such a Lach'?

I somehow wish she had a fish -- a cat, a mouse, a rabbit — 
And that she'd get, with each new pet, the versifying habitJ

FLABBERGASTING 13 I note happily the absence of Garcone illos, except for the us
ual Monstercover and the portraits of new members. Even Toskey 

writing is preferable to Garcone illos.
Since I have moved out of the Deep South, I no longer use the phrase "You all" in 

talking to one person. In fact, there was this girl I met at the University of Flo
rida in December Just before I moved, and since I knew I wouldn't need the phrase in 
California, I gave her my "y'all."

ATTENTION: In the March i960 issue of Rogue (Harlan Ellison's fanzine) there is a 
cartoon on page 36 signed by a Robert J. Lee. On the basis that it has 
a very macabre theme, I feel I am Justified in demanding to know whether 
this is the same Robert Lee who publishes THE SATURDAY EVENING GHOST, and 
who collects dead mice... etc. Is it?

Back to Toskey. I'm glad to see, by the past two mailings, that Wally has taken 
your advice about his writing. Hope you have some more advice for him, as it works.

Be damned if I want to take any of your math courses, if you depend so much on 
your imagination rather than conforming to standards. First thing I knew you'd be 
making up different rules to follow for each different week in the semester. Math 
would be like Fairy Chess. You'd make up several sets of answers to examinations, and 
no matter which answer the student gave he'd be wrong most of the time. No, I think 
I'll stick to the more prosaic mathematicians that teach in other schools.

Regarding your comments that you would never get emotionally upset over anything 
someone printed about you, I frankly don't believe you. There's one. test, and maybe 
next mailing would be time to try it. “.1
u . . ..... ,



It seems that I remember someone else besides GMC who has a habit of stick
ing to their opinions, no matter how many holes are picked in them or what argu
ments are brought up against them. Someone named Toskey. Like you said, this is 
bullheadedness to an extreme that is seldom found elsewhere.

Of all the Westercon reports which have come out, I think that Wally's was 
the one with the Least Prejudiced Viewpoint. And I think that even you will ad
mit that he was as involved as you in the thing.

OK, now that you have categorized a "religious fanatic" into a rather narrow 
classification, Just what other kind of fanatic do you consider the religious one 
less harmful than. You will, of course, have to narrow the classification down in 
the same manner, in order for the comparison to be valid. Actually, I don't think 
that your classification of a religious fanatic is very valid, either. Try your 
dictionary, and see what it says about the word "fanatic" -- I don't think you'll 
be able to get away with using the word to refer to a member of a wierd sect, per 
se> or someone who stands on the corner handing out leaflets and tracts.

Just what are you interested in, besides your ghoddamn mathematics, and the 
stories in Amazing and Fantastic Adventures, and writing one-sided arguments for 
SAPS, and sending slushy letters to femmes? It seems that you are not interested 
in sciences, since they are False and do not Amuse You. You are not interested in 
science articles, or other science fiction than ZD stuff, or music with words at
tached (OK, you do like some music.) First you downgrade science itself because it 
isn't a Higher Order of Truth -- like math -- and then you downgrade Scientific 
American articles because they are written for the "layman" and as such are beneath 
you. Just wotinhell are you if not a layman in science? I suppose you're an expert 
and would be delighted with Scientific American if it printed highly technical 
articles on the prevalence of hybopsis in subterranean pools of Northern Alabama? 
The hell you would. You're Just science-ignorant and want to stay that way.

Of the two possible explanations you suggest for your feeling uncomfortable 
in abbreviated apparel, I should think the first one ("lousy physique") would be 
the most likely, whether or not you believe in the subconscious. You look like an 
animated Speer drawing. I don't wear shorts very often, for about the same reason, 
but I look more like an animated Jeeves illo.

I of course don't give a flying damn (or any other kind) how you Juggle the 
figures for your FLABBERGASTING 11 and my SPELEOBEM 5. p know I beat you, and the 
rest of the membership knows I beat you, so you can go ----- ------------- (let's Just
say "go Jump in a lake," for want of a better euphemism.)

Oh, so Ford is "old enough to the point where he SHOULD be able to afford the 
trip by himself," huh? So is John Berry that old. (This is NOT a slam at John, as 
everyone should know that I supported the Berry Fund as much as I possibly could.) 
Anyway, enough fans agreed with me that Ford was the right man for the TAFF Fund, 
so your opinion is worthless in this matter, too.

As long as we're objecting to being misquoted, let me raise a point: In re
gard to your statement on p.18 that you never said "Dogs of War" was uninteresting 
to you, my comment in SPEBEM 5 was that you said it was uninteresting to you as a 
serial -- which you did say, in FLAB 11. Keep things in context.

OK, if you like to have a cat because it's something warm and friendly in 
the house, that's your business. Me, I think they're beautiful, and
add greatly to the decor of the place.

You say that the Heat is off now that you're teaching instead of going to 
school? You mean that your school doesn't have the usual "Publish or Perish"atti- 
tude? Very damn good — I thought most of the schools in this country had it. For 
the benefit of the non-college-oriented members: most colleges and universities 
base their promotions and pay raises on whether or not the professors do research 
and publish scholarly articles in the professional Journals. The newspaper at the 
University of Southern California, which comes out Monday through Friday, daily, 
ran a number of articles on the matter a month or so ago, interviewing different 
faculty members - including the President of the University - and getting their 
opinions on the "Publish or Perish" idea. e



The explanation as to why, when all the fattening things you eat go to your 
head, your head is still up in the clouds, is quite simple: It's full of hot air 
in the center of all the fattening things. And hot air rises, a fact which you, 
who; scorn the lowly sciences, may not realize.

OK, so why can't there be a Psi Theory, too? As a self-contained collection 
of truths? Your Mathematical Theories are only based on observations of a very se
lect (according to you) group of people.

I quote: "It's true that some men (not ME.'J) want motherly types, but this de
sire has nothing to do with sexual passions, but merely on the emotional relation
ship." (FLABBERGASTING 11, p.57). And I quote again: "I made no claim whatsoever 
that sexual passion wasn't an emotional relationship." (FLABBERGASTING 15, p.19)- 
Care to re-examine either of those statements, Tosk?

I should think that even you would be able to figure out that the fact that 
one can get insurance cheaper if one gets it when he's younger is important. Of 
course you pay for a longer time, but you also have the insurance all that time, 
too. And unless you happen to know exactly when you will die, I don't see the point 
of putting off getting insurance.

"He who laughs last didn't get the Joke."
Just why shouldn't I tell you that it was Queen Victoria who said "We are not 

amused."? It was,you know. Why this penchant for crediting the line to Elizabeth?
The pooka in "Darby O'Gill and the Little People" was the horse, when it went 

fey, afflicted by the magic. And the Costa Bower was, as you surmised, the black 
coach of death, with the headless driver. A beautifully done piece of animation and 
actual photography combined. I still think Disney would be the one to do The Lord of 
the Rings -- not that you'd care, not having read it, but there are a few other Tol
kien enthusiasts in the membership.

Much as I hate to explain pun-stories, the punchline to Atrocious Story #9 was 
"Munih is the route of old Eva L." -- which, if spoken alound, comes quite close to 
sound like "Money is the root of all evil." Pfui. Denser, said the tensor.

You don't seem to know exactly how many SAPS you've met -- is it 24 (pg. 15) 
or 25 (pg. 24)?

Well, lessee about this smoking bit. Larry Stone suggested you should try smok
ing before condemning the practice, and I agreed with him. We said nothing about 
proving it was healthy. But it might prove that it wasn't UNhealthy, and that it was 
enjoyable. Taking the usual Toskey point of view, and turning it back at you, you've 
never had any first-hand information or done any research, you therefore have no 
personal reason for your statement, so how do you know it's unhealthy? Don't tell me 
you're actually taking somebody's word on an important matter?

Those who know G&S found the quotes interesting; those who don't, didn't. In a 
number of them there are some sly digs, but you'd have to know quite a bit to get 
them. For instance, the very polite toast to Racy: "May all good fortune prosper you/ 
May you have health and riches too/ May you succeed in all you do/ Long life to you 
till then." is sung, in The Mikado, to the protagonist, who has Just agreed to let 
himself be beheaded after a month of riotous living at the City's expense. I expect 
that Leman, Wrai, and Ted got most of the references, and that others got a few, so 
I don't particularly care if a few people didn't get any of them; it was worth it.

"The Grand Canal poem," as you put it, is by Heinlein. Glad you think it "isn't 
bad." Let me know if you ever get someone to play you the music, as that's why the 
thing was put in the zine.

I'm rather amazed at the remarkable likeness that Garcone has drawn of Dee 2. 
Best resemblance he's come up with yet.

Quote: "I do not believe that any normal human is a sadist." (FLAB 15, P-29) 
Somehow, I have to agree with you Tosk -- nor do I believe that any normal human is 
a masochist, pervert, fanatic, cretin, or Toskey.

Since you believe that psychology is to the human being as physics is to the 
physical universe, and you disbelieve in the subconscious, I rather expect you to 
disbelieve in gravity, friction, velocity, and/or energy -- after all, they are Just 
theories, and are not necessarily (if at all) based on the only Truth you admit of: 
mathematics. One should be able to decide for himself whether or not to believe in 
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these rather crude theories of physics.
I hope you have convinced Art Bapp, with your statements on the invalidity of 

his ESP tests -- convinced him, that is, that it is impossible to change the opin
ions held by a blockhead, no matter how much evidence you provide, even in his own 
field.

I think I have figured out why you are teaching mathematics, and why you con
tinuously harp on the rather stupid idea that theoretical mathematics is the Purest 
Study and the Highest Truth: you are incapable of doing anything else but teach the 
paltry few courses they have allowed you. You couldn't use math to apply to any 
practical subject if you had to. The asinine commentary to Art Rapp on his ISP cal
culated proof of improbable results substantiates this. "Those who can, do; those 
who can't, teach."

I don't know whether you're love sick (though you say you are), but you are 
definitely love sickening at times.

OK, you claim you're against low humor in SAPS because some members might be 
offended. Why, then, grotch about the slogan on S 1, when the other members eith
er liked it, or didn't get it at all? Similarly, those who would get offended at 
low humor in Jokes, and the like (at least, subtle ones) will either appreciate the 
humor, or not get the Joke. So what's to complain about? Oh, well, I don't think 
this need be carried any further, for two reasons: l)Toskey is no longer OE, and 
thus his objections are worthless; 2)He wouldn't get most of them, anyway, unless 
someone else pointed them out.

By what authority do you say that "In common literary usage, the term S---- 
is used to indicate only one word, and that an obscene anglo-saxon word."? Even when 
someone feels inclined to use the euphemism-abbreviation of the word for defecation, 
it's with a small "s" not a capital. And Terry very carefully pointed out in #1 that 
while F--- would be appropriate for FAPA, only S----- would be appropriate for SAPS. 
How much more explanation do you want? But then, I forgot you don't dig anything at 
all subtle.

You say that the cover of S-— #1 violated your sense of decency -- you mean 
before or after Buz pointed out the anagram?

OK, if you admit you'd only be deadwood in FAPA (worse than you are in SAPS, 
even?) why do you stay on the waiting list?

I feel quite sure that EdCo got the idea that you objected to Karen's non-MC 
zine in Mig. U? from the same place that I did: page 15 of FLABBERGASTING 11, which 
states quite positively that you don't like anything in the zine, and that you are 
continually battling and griping about members who have no MCs.

And while we're turned back to FLAB 11, p. 15, I have a few words that didn't 
get into SPELEOBEM 5, on the subject of Heroes. You don't care for the one in Kar
en's "Odile" because he goes off on a mission into the Unknown, without a promise of 
reward, and because he "didn't even seem interested"in the girl. I hope you read 
BJo's "Search For a Hero" in this mailing quite carefully. It may teach you the dif
ference between a Hero and a protagonist -- the latter is merely the lead character 
in a story, while the former is a romantic, meaning from-romantic-literature, fig
ure. This tendency to use the two terms interchangeably is what John W. Campbell 
was decrying in his article in SHAGGY a while back. To the average person, there 
is no difference between the two, so that anyone wishing to delineate a character 
with the attributes of an Honest-To-Tolkien HERO must use some other term. JWC has 
decided to use the term "Superman." Therefore, your criticism of "Odile" indicates 
a lack of knowledge in the field of romantic literature -- the field in which the 
story was written.

Contrary to your opinion that I will not try to beat the record-zine-size 
mark again, I am planning Just such a move for the very near future. Especially 
since I hear that l)Earl Kemp will have 108pp in the 51st mailing (l expect quite 
a few of the pages will be index, tho), and 2)Eney won the OEship. I declare war 
on small mailings, and will be putting every damn thing I can find into the SAPS 
mailings for the next year.

Also, I hereby declare that I am running for SAPS OE for the period that cov-
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ers mailings 56-59* I'm running on a platform of activity and interest, and anyone 
who can beat me in either one is welcome to enter the race.

As long as you don't read fanzines to be entertained, but to get-to know the 
people who put them out, I can see no reason why anyone should send you a genzine. 
On the basis of which, ProFANity 7 should be your last copy. Me, I like, to be enter
tained. Many a fan has.found that the'personality that comes across through a fan's 
publications is quite different than that which the fan exhibits in person. But you 
are welcome to use the fanzines as an infallible guide, if you wish; Just one small 
question: where does that leave your comments on GMC, where you say she's so much 
nicer in person?

It may be my weird sense of humor, but I think that the best line in this entire 
issue is the suggestion that we welcome Art Hayes with a hearty HEAVE HOI Not that I 
think Art should get the heave-ho, but the line reads well, which is more than most oi 
the rest of the issue does.

Be-read a few other treatises on TAFF before shooting off your yap: Willis in 
A BAS 11, for instance. John Berry did not come in third in the TAFF race: he was 
second, according to the final count. I don't know what you consider the vast major
ity of fanzine fandom (if such a thing is to be considered a separate class), but 
Berkeley fandom, to name Just one large segment, was backing Ron Bennett. I know 
there were others who were, too. FANAC has a long arm. Another suggested reading: 
Coulson in SHAGGY U8. He points out that the "fanzine fans" by themselves cannot 
support a special fund; that "convention fans" by themselves cannot keep up enough 
interest to carry a fund through; and thatthere would probably be very little sup
port on this side ofthe Atlantic for a special fund to send some fan to England. 
Look at the figtires of English support for the Berry Fund, and try to imagine how 
much the U.S. would raise to send, say, Eney to England. (I hear Harness muttering 
something in the background about it being worth the cost to deport Eney.) No, I 
thirjt Buz's idea of a short TAFF voting period, with the support of all fandom, is 
by far the best idea.

Well, well, so you did think I invented those titles of books I listed in 
Guess you don’t really read your SAPS mailings very well.

the BUT,TFROG BUGLE 8 Sorry, Lynn, but there is no neighborhood in Tampa that is
less classy than the one around the library — none that 

would have a pool hall, anyway. So how about sending one that special issues of BB??
Somehow, I don't think BJo's artwork came out so well on multilith. I sup

pose you stencilled it? The Fan Hill Mob is looking around for a multilith at a 
reasonable price, and when we get one, BJo will hav*e an opportunity to try doing 
artwork for this medium directly. It takes some getting used to.

I still don't like Rotsler illos. Warner's is good, tho.

IGNATZ 23 Well, I see you got a. largish large ish this time. Veddy good. So now, 
ignoring the Rotsler cover, lessee what's inside.

Ha! Wrai beat you by two pagestthis time, so what's the prize?
Certainly I'm nutty -- I even read all the pages of IGNATZ. Usually. I did 

this time, anyway.
The Sacred Squeeks of Ignatz don't come up to the Birch Bark Bible, I'm afraid. 

Though I was interested in this bit about the Golden Brick-bopping. I had been won
dering why this zine was so whacky.

Certainly we believe you use a full-length mirror to model for your own art
work! And one of these days we hope you'll tell us what fun-housie you got it from, 
since most of your artwork looks very go^d indeed.

If I remember correctly, the radio program -was called "Don W;inslow of the Na- 
vy, " not "Don Wilson. . . . " Boy, have you got fans on the brain! Hmntn I see you've 
corrected it yourself. OK, I apologise. I guess.

Speaking of John Berry turning pro, I'm waiting eagerly forthe issue of 
F&SF, which has a science fiction story by a John Berry, and I wanna f*J.nd out if it 
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is THE John Berry or not. Could, he, y'know.
Dick Clark: Ecch. The movie that BJo reported seeing the filming of in GIM TREK 

2 last July - "Comanche Station" - has finally teen released. But it has a second 
feature with it, a goppy thing about teenagers which stars Ye Kinge of ye Teene-Ager 
Apologistes: Dick Cluck. So we have to wait until it comes to the secondtrun thea- 
ters, in the hopes that it will ditch the hanger-on. Pfui.

Measurements are supposed to be given as bust-waist-hips, not waist-hips-bust 
as you've done. It's unfair to the membership to try to cross them up like that.

You thought Ted Pauls might be a pen name for Wetzel?? That's hilarious!! I 
hope someone circulates their SAPS mailing in Baltimore. Actually, Ted Pauls is a 
pen name for Ted White, not Wetzel. Of course, Ted White might be a pen name of GW, 
but I doubt it. The only pen names of Wetzel that we're sure of are William Lance, 
Arlene Harvey, and GM Carr.

What's this about you needing glasses because the type got filled with red wine 
or something like that? You'll have to watch where you pour the stuff, and keep it 
away from the printing presses.

I'm curious as to why you didn't like Rapp's poem "Memories" — was it the 
sentiment behind the words, or the construction of the verses, or the mood of de
pression that the poem seemed to carry — or Just none of my business? I liked it 
quite well myself, though I've never had occasion to be in such a mood, let alone 
write something like it.

You have picked another G&S quote which has picked up a lewd connotation in the 
United States, which it did not have when the opera was written. But you’ve picked a 
good one. And I guess several can play at that game:

".../That is the main on which to draw," we concluded, as we kicked him out of the 
meeting.

Not only does your quote prove that women are practical, but it proves that Gilbert 
was, too. Well, let's say the answer proves that Gilbert was practical. For, even 
without the current connotation, the union of two species might give one pause, even 
if one of the individuals is a half-breed. Of course, Gilbert assumed that is was 
possible the other way around, since the half-breed's parents were each of different 
species. But like I said, that was the other way around.

Well, that was a photo of Dee, and I dunno whether or not she had a bathing 
suit on under the towel. The guy who took the picture - it was taken some time before 
I met her, though I have my own comparable pix - wouldn't tell me about it.

I've got to finish up comments tomorrow at the latest, but if I have time I'll 
discourse on the "Danville Girl" ballad, and what I think it means. I'm not really 
much of an expert on ballade, but I have done some study of them, and I like them a 
lot. "Danville Girl" has a very nice tune.

You're right about me sneaking tfcose linos on p.S^ through Toskey. He didn't 
notice a thing wrong with them — mainly, he didn't get them, and no one explained 
them to him.

Uh-uh. I didn't say that people who were against organized religion were re
sponsible for having religion taught in the schools. I said they were responsible 
for .having subjects taught in the schools which should be taught in the church.As 
for instance, morals and etc.

I have very few memories from the war years. I remember two main items:the 
outbreak and the final victory. On Sunday, 7 December 19J+1, we were gathered at my 
paternal grandmother's house for our usual Sunday dinner, and I can remember the an
nouncement coming over the radio. And when V-J day finally arrived, I was at a sum
mer camp run by the YMCA. It was evening when the news came through, and the whole 
camp went wild, ringing every bell they could find, including the dinner gong, and 
generally shouting and carrying on. I don't remember much else in the line of war 
news; the closest relatives I had in the service were uncles by marriage, and I was 
only 5 and 9 years old on these respective dates. The war news seemed comfortably 
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far away from. New Jersey, where we lived..
Well, reading your commentary to Don Durward, I will have to agree that the 

Bawdy Brigade is "back in full force, having Joined the campaign to Sneak Pornography 
Past Toskey. Very good.

You have some very cogent commentary toToskey. Not that it will do much good, 
hut... .

OUTSIDERS 58 After all the yammering objections to the chastity belt cover that
Bob Lee used, I shall be very surprised if there are no loud com

plaints about the placement of that large flower on your cover. Me, I think it’s 
a very good cover, and I have no objections at all.

Liked "Le Roi Est Mort." I read the fantasy story that it's based on (though 
I can't remember either the author or title -- was it something like "The King Is 
Dead" and by Collier?), and I also know someone who has a cat named McCavity — the 
Dickensheets' oversized shoulder-cat is named that, (it's a shoulder-cat rather 
than a lap cat, because it likes to ride around on someone's shoulder.)

Rest of the reprints read and enjoyed. Hope you find time one of these mail
ings to do some more original stuff.

Uh, Wrai, are you sure that Terry Carr was on the SAPS waiting list during 
your OEship? If you are, I've missed some of my SAPS history, and I must have the 
wrong SPECTATORS for that period.

Cantaloupe Flabbergasts's writing in APORRHETA is for the pure sake of being 
controversial — sort of an Anglofan Ted Pauls. Most fans who write letters of com
ment to AP^] pretty well ignore Flabbergast. Don't know who heesh is, though.

I rather object to travelling in order to get someplace, too. The only edveutAtre 
is that you can stop off and see people along the route, though your main purpose 
isn't in going to their particular town. Teleportation would be nice — so much 
time would be saved, as well as eliminating the numerous problems of cars. We've 
decided that, if teleportation is ever invented, it will be by someone in Los An
geles, trying to find someway to get out of using the freeways — or by a company, 
again in Los Angeles, trying to eliminate cars because they help cause smog.

Hah! In the Bjo-carrylng-off race, both the giant squirrel and the $/// 
elephant were beaten out by a medium-sized hamster. The change of status in 

the animal kingdom is getting ridiculous.
No, the cover on SPELEOBEM 5 'was not one of those that Rotsler was sending 

with KTEIC becuz they aren't suitable for American, magazines — it's one that he 
didn't think was suitable even for KTEIC.

The problem of what to do with my collection has not yet been completely set
tled. The prozines, bound and unbound, are in sealed cartons in the loft of the 
garage in Tampa; of the fanzines, I brought the FAPA and SAPS mailings with me, as 
well as most of the currently active genzines -- the rest are in a huge filing cab
inet in the garage loft; and the books are still in the bookcases (plus a few in 
sealed cartons) in Tampa. I'm starting things up again out here, and will probably 
send for a number of the things that I left in Tampa. Each of the cartons was let
tered on all sides — box "A", box "B", etc. — and I have a card file of what is 
in each one. So I can Just tell my parents to send box such-and-such, eliminating 
any need for hunting through a huge pile of trash — and the possibility of getting 
the wrong items, even so.

I now have 20 bound SAPS mailings. 19 of them were done by the bindery in 
St. Augustine, Florida, but the 20th (#58, which I recently completed, thanks to 
BHH) was done here in LA, and it stands out like a slightly sore thumb. The Florida, 
ones are a dark greenish-blue, and have black lettering. The newly bound #38 has 
gold lettering on a plain dark blue. But it's good binding work, easier to get at, 
and has the advantage that, if something is bound wrong, I can go over to the bind
ery and gripe at him until he does it over again. Such actions. are difficult to do 
by mail. I also have five bound FAPA mailings (FAPA'mailings are so much more dif
ficult to get' complete, because of the damn postmailings!!), one of fhich was done
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here in Loa Angeles. Again, the colors don't quite matchy and. the stamping is gold 
instead of black, but whatthehell, Charlie Brown.

OK, you're not an ape. But, of course, Darwinian Man, though well behaved... . 
e-lad you liked the G&S quotes. They were fun to do, wondering how many of the member
ship would get the meanings.

The drugstore I work in could be run from the profits on Bufferin, Miltown, and 
Trojans alone...................Glenn King

Hal I'm the one who has the negative of the picture of Dee taken behind the 
Don Caesar Hotel ----- what am I offered?

"Well," I commented, "I see they're still discussing that statement Wrai made 
several mailings ago, that 'They don't make women the way they used to.'"

"I know 35 ways," said Ted, who had Just received a 2-page condensation of 
the Khama Sutra from a friend who had a copy.

"Theoretical studies don't interest me overly," I said.
"I Just haven't been able to find a decent lab partner," Ted replied.
"What you want is an indecent lab partner."
"Have you tried Main Street?" asked Ernie.
"Hal" exclaimed Ted, "Rank amateurs1"
"Amateurs, hell!" I retorted.
"They don't have the proper attitude — it should be a labor of love!" Ted said, 

finishing off that wild conversation. See what you started, Wrai Ballard?

If you like Tolkien and T.H. White, and you have a cosmic mind, the next thing 
you do is get rid of the cosmic mind, making it a jnicrocosmic mind, and then you 
Join the Fellowship of the Ring, the Tolkien-enthusiast society that's forming.

Good issue, Wrai.

THE BIBLE COLLECTOR 3 As I recall, there is at least one member of The Fossils who 
is a fannish ABA -- Helen Wesson. Nicht wahr?

Actually, Cos, the planet involved in my atrocious story that you objected to 
the punchline was only commonly known as Munih, It's correct name was Deluvuvmunih. 
But only the most puritanical and nit-picking of the natives called it that.

Come now, you know there has already been a fanzine for you Cos — Remus had 
one way back in the Anderson OEship. Or maybe you're trytag to forget it?

As long as you're checking bibles as part of your zines, how qabout trying to 
find out who Cain's wife was?

CREEP Oooog. Another Rappstory. Oh, well, at least they're enjoyable. Though I'm 
thinking that I should sue, as I don't appear in any of the stories, though 

two of my compatriots, Dee and Doc Lochimkopf, do.

DIE ZEITSCHRIFT FUR VOLLSTANDIGEN UNSINN 792 I like your cover very much, Karen. The 
idea itself is quite clever, and with 

the addition of Doheug, it becomes quite enjoyable. Where did that whacky little 
dragon come from, anyway?

Also liked the conclusion to Odile -- think it might have been developed even 
more, but you probably got tired of it dragging on, and decided to finish it off. I 
tried thinking of the kind of story line it might have been based on, but cannot do 
so. What was it?

PILES IN THE PARLOR Well, lessee,,.. . . there were only a few SAPS members at the Bur- 
bee New Year's Party: you, EdCo, Bjo, Terry Carr, and myself. Of 

this batch, only EdCo and I had cameras, only Terry and I average 3Opp a quarter. You 
haven't mentioned Bjo, as all of the SAPS members you mention you refer to as "he." So 
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the three SAPS mentioned must be Terry, EdCo, and me. Trouble is, two of them sound 
like EdCo — the one trying to drink two glasses of beer simultaneously, and the one 
putting a new film in his camera (l don't use 56-expoBure film). So I'd guess that 
either the first and third were EdCo, and the second Terry -- or that you made up all 
three out of whole cloth. Probably the latter. Phoo, Lee Jacobs. Mainly, I had my 
zines in well before the party. Phoo again.

Hope to see THE CHRONICLES appearing again — or any LeeJay originality.

BUMP 2 Liked your story well enough, though I'm getting rather tired of having ev
ery SAPS mystery wind up with Squink Blogg as the villain. What SAPS needs 

is a couple new villains. Now why not use Toskey? He's not OE any more... .
If you're interested in promoting the cause of Mordor in '64, why not write 

an entire article of advertisement for it, and publish it as a oneshot? Sort of a 
collection of Bare ad Dur-words.

GIM TREE 4 There's a very simple reason why Doreen doesn't like cats — it's not a 
phobia or anything, Just professional Jealousy.

Should you write an article on your mother, Just call it "Ma-chiavelli."
Like your illos (Did Ed ever get any of the stationery we ran off with the 

blonde? I don't think he did.), though the one of Postage Due would have been better 
in a different color of ink, and drawn from a more direct-front view, I think.

BRONC 15 "Moon Maddens" is one of the weirdest mishmashes I've ever read. It was 
entertaining enough, but MiGhu! it reads as if it were written by a mad 

Shakespearean ex-actor, either drunken or drugged. Or maybe Loubel Just got hit in 
the head with a copy of the Complete Shakespeare? Of course, there werte other ref
erences in the story besides Shakespeare -- I caught at least one G&S paraphrase. 
Weird — but entertaining.

Lovely line: "...but now I'm a veritable lion...meow?" Lovely.
Thank you, ma'am, for the congratulations and kind words on SPELEOBEM 5- 
You're right in supposing that I do not carefor the Fortean works. There are 

so many other things I'd rather read and be interested in.
No, my grotching at Toskey's inability to appreciate subtlety was based on his 

comments on Terry's story "The Chaser" a few mailings back. The story wasn't overly 
subtle, but still Toskey didn't get the point of the thing. There were one or two 
other incidents, too, though I don't remember them specifically offhand. Admittedly 
I also picked on him on the off-colour humor bit, but that was something else again. 
There is, however, an element of subtlety in the telling of an off-colour Joke — 
the test of its being subtle is whether or not it will get past the people who don't 
like such things, and still get across to those who do like them. I rather think 
that if Buz hadn't pointed the bit on S---  #1's cover to Toskey, and Toskey hadn't 
opened his bit yawp in the next mailing, no one who dislikes such stuff would have 
been offended by it -- they wouldn't have had their attention called to it.

You burned a copy of The Three Musketeers??? What in the name of Ghu for?? 
It was dirty or something?

PSILO Oh, good, another Cat People!! I prefer the longhaired cats, such as Persian 
and Angora cats, but all cat people are welcome around here.

A snatch in time.saves WHAT???
And AAARRRGGGHHHHH.' .' Another Rapp story! Enough is too much.
Hope you stay with us, Jane -- like your writing, though I don't like the 

poetry (or any free verse except archie s).

SAFARI 4 What.are you using for a criteria of what is and isn't mailing comments? 
In your group of those who had almost totally MC zines, you include the 

one-shot CAPTIVES OF THE THIEVE-STAR, which had absolutely no MCs at all. And you
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obviously still haven't figured out the purpose behind-PENCIL POINT. And like, where 
did you classify THE SPELEOBEM 3?

I'll do you a favor and leave off the MCs on SAFARI.

SAPLING 5 When you comment about my zine that is had "the lousiest cover I've seen 
on a zine in some time," of course I know you didn't like the cover. How

ever, I would like to know why you didn't like it -- did you object to the repro, the 
lettering, the subject matter, or what? I don't think even you can claim that your 
statement is the same thing as "I didn't care for your vcover." So what did you dis
like on the cover of SPELEOBEM 3, huh?

Your definition of a true beatnik (with which definition I agree, by the way) is 
one equally applicable to college students with very small budgets. They don't mention 
their financial state, and go on about their business, and live a sort of vie de Bo- 
h6me. And they also fit the description you gave in SAPLING 1.

Maybe you hate Pepsi, but it didn't come through that way in what you wrote on 
page 21 of SAPLING 1. On re-reading, I see it could be sarcasm, but it didn't register.

On the matter of your selecting play titles for your zine, you said "Funny, lines 
or titles from sf never seem to appeal to me as titles. Rather I go in for lines from 
drama or from plain fiction I've read." (SAPLING 1, p.2L) This was written prior to 
July 1959, and you say nothing about your going to do it in the future; the sentence 
is in present tense. So what drama-line titles did you have them, huh?

My point about the over-extension of woodiness was this: when you carry them in 
ALL your zines, it's too much, though no one would object to a single zine in which 
the woody theme took over the departments. You will notice, I confine my spelunking 
terms to SPELEOBEM, and use G&S for THE SAVOYARD. I think this is the second or third 
time I've explained my viewpoint, and I don't think it's worth wasting everyone's 
time explaining it again.

OK, I agree that there has been progress in Progress, but I don't believe you or 
I (or anyone else) is capable of saying what is or is not a necessity, when such items 
as social necessity must be taken into account -- nor to define Progress, and deline
ate what is needed for Progress.

Regarding "family groups." Up to a certain age you are quite correct that the 
family group can change within itself, in order to take into account some portion of 
each member's wishes. But there can come a time when a member can no longer bring 
himself to remain a member of the group, since it means changing himself too much. A 
prime example is someone who goes away to college for four years. There are so many 
outside influences working on him that he changes in a greatly divergent way to that 
which would have governed his change within the family group. And the family group 
continues to change in its own way. Then, when the collegiate graduates and comes home 
to stay a while, he finds that he doesn't integrate with the group -- he can't, with
out making a wrenching change. So he stays somewhat apart from them. This situation, I 
maintain, is no one's fault -- it merely indicates that he is no longer an integral 
part of the group (though he still belongs), and that he should probably go somewhere 
else to live whenever he can.

What I meant with my query about what TP Publications had to do with the Toilet 
Roll idea was: will you please explain your statement in SAPLING 1 "No, really, we 
must get rid of 'Toilet Roll' for shirkers. After all, SAPLING is a TP Publication, 
and the inference would be that even though I hit every mailing, I'm still on the 
roll." I don't understand that statement. Does "TP Publications" somehow stand for 
Toilet Roll, or something? Or Just what does it stand for? Twig Publications Publica
tions, the first thing that comes to mind, is rather redindant, you know.

GoodgoodgoodJI I approve of your attitude toward the Carrs' titleJ Well said.
I have discovered a supply of Oz books, and I intend to get them at a rate of one 

each month, or something like that. They're new copies -- or the condition is new, at 
least -- and I still like the stories. I started with The Lost King of Oz. Took it to 
work with me, and I guess some of the people on the staff thought it rather strange 
for me to sit around reading Oz, but wotthehell. They're enjoyable.
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Oh, well, if you want to put BOF into the woody way, how about calling it some
thing like BRANCHES OF FIRS?

Either I'm mellowing, or we're in agreement on more items this time, Guy. At any 
rate, I did. enjoy SAPLING more this time than previously. Will try to make it to the 
Boicon, but no guarantees. Affairs (including Trimble's) are too much up in the air 
around this place.

THE SPECTATOR 50 Very nice idea to use gold paper for the Gold Mailing, but it would 
have been even nicer f you could have afforded the stuff for the 

entire zine.
The 00 is very neat and nice, and I would suggest Just one addition to the page 

of contents: a breakdown of zines in which more than one SAPS member appears. (Except 
for artwork, unless it forms a major portion of the zine).

I still think you might have tried apologizing instead of the grandstand play of 
penalizing yourself 50 pages.

And PLEASE use a lettering guide on the notice of the next mailing deadline.'! J

WL-zines — an idea which I heartily endorse:

THE BROOKLYN BIAPAN Well, as one of the comic-collecting fans, I'm afraid I'll 
have to agree with you, Les. 99^ of them are stupid. 'Tis a 

shame, but 'tis true.
I enjoyed the writing in TBB quite a bit — and will be looking for the 

next issue, (hmmm i wonder which of the deadwood members we could shoot............)

WARHOON That's a lovely wraparound case you're using. And MiGhu! what a differ- 
#6 ence since the last WARHOON! Hope you can keep up enthusiasm for SAPS 

through the rather long climb up the waiting list.
Enjoyed reading your rather timebinding articles and critical reviews.
Methinks I have Just figured out who sent me that copy of SO LONG which ac

companied HURKLE 11 ----- 'twas one Richard Bergeron, yes?? YES. Tanks, like.
As I recall, the line about women never blaming their gafia on men is from 

MAINE-IAC back about three mailings ago. Could check, but am rather lazy. If Cox 
ever gets around to reading the mailings, maybe he'll correct me if I'm wrong.

Well, somebody has to Toskey's thinking for him, and I guess that Wrai and 
Terry and I can do it without too much trouble.

A very enjoyable zine, (hmmmm can we find two deadwood members to shoot?)

Poetmailings — which I accept gratefully, illegal tho it may be:

THE ULTIMATE WEAPON Noted THE ME FIRST PARTY Noted BEWARE SAPS Ech

TESSERACT 1 MiGhu, this thing reads like a bibliography on damnneareverything!
What books do you recommend on the subject of fuggheadism? This is 

too important a subject in fandom to be ignored.
Who's this HPB you recommend to Coswal as being a good one for inclusion 

in a phony Necronomicon? Or did you mean HPL?
The main reason LAfan Al Lewis is not to be confused with Alan J. Lewis is 

that he is Albert, not Alan. Also, he's already quite confused enough.
Actually, I think that the FSS did more than their share toward getting 

rid of the school psychiatrist at UF. One guy decided to break his dorm contract, 
and went to the head-shrinker for a couple sessions, complaining that "the walls 
are closing in on me!!" He finally got a note from the head-shrinker, permitting 
him to move off campus, and refunding his dorm rent.

Manyoya only rhymes "hig, 0" with "Chicago” when he gets typo-itis.

•THE END OF THE CABAL LADDER
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HARRY WARNER, JR. v-'

I am totally at a loss to know to what good fortune or outstanding character 
trait I should attribute my copy of this sixth issue of Speleobem. [You write the 
most cogent letters of comment I've encountered.. .BEP] Whatever impelled you to 
send it to me, I'm deeply grateful, because it provided a half-hour or so of the 
most pleasant kind cif reading, plus an equal amount of time staring and restaring 
at the pictures.The photographs are the first large collection that I've seen from 
the Detention. In fact, I think they're the only ones I've seen from that event, 
unless you count the color shots that I took when the Eney-Goon-Stark-Youngs vehi
cle stopped here on the way to Detroit. And the narrative itself contains a number 
of incidents that I've not encountered in any other convention report, plus much 
information that helps to fill out my mental conception of you.

Incidentally, I've never had the ability to pick out sensitive fannish faces in 
a bunch of strangers. But it teems that fans do have, for the most part, an individ
uality that makes it easy to recognize them, once seen, even if only briefly or 'on
ly in pictorial form. I'd never met Doc Smith, for instance, and probably hadn't 
seen his picture for a half-dozen years or longer, but I recognized him instantly 
from that slightly low-contrast shot on the front cover. These are the first good 
pictures I've seen of Bjo, and I'm startled at how helpless and small-girlish she 
looks here; I know that she isn't like that in reality. I wish you'd identified the 
girl in the Friar Tucker picture; she looks most attractive from this angle at least.

The narration certainly indicates that a person who knows personally almost no
body in fandom can have a most splendid time at a convention. The people who have 
complained that they were ignored or insulted at conventions must have possessed 
some type of personality difficulties to account for it. [[Agreed. . .BEP]

ALAN J. LEWIS

You are a blackguard, a cur, a measley SOB. And Dean A. Grennell is worse]
You see, back in 1958 Mr. Grennell said he'd send me the same fanzines which you 

gleefully obtained, when he got around to bundling them up.
He never did.

i
1

1

P.S. Should I inform Toskey you sent your con report out before the deadline 
and it is therefore not a part of the mailing? |[Go right ahead. . .BEP]

Last Notes:

Art Rapp: The mimeograph principle and the stencil to be used on a mimeo were in
vented by one Albert Blake Dick of Chicago (1856-195^) in ca. 1880.

Toskey: Got a math problem for you: find four numbers, (A,B,C,D) so that
A to the B power,times C to the D power, equals a number whose digits 
are ABCD in that order. Liz Wilson came up with this one a couple months 
ago, and I copied it downspecifically for SAPS (l don't know the answer.)

Jack Harness wishes to apologize for not appearing in this, the 51st mailing. He 
has been working a lot of overtime, and the blasted Cult Deadline co-incided with 
the SAPS deadline again. He promises hyper-activity this next year. 05

•BEP



A COVER STORY 
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"Cut it out!" yelled. Art Rapp, coloring wildly. "I didn't think anyone 
would take that old gag line seriously!"

"It's your own fault," said Ed Cox. "You brought it back -- the rest of 
us would have been quite happy to forget about it, along with Little Willie. 
And now you'll Just have to suffer the consequences. I bid a ream of film 
Gestencils!"

"You can't blame it all on me," said Art. "After all, it was Ted John
stone who rigged up the set we used to contact him. And besides, if Nan 
Share finds out about this she'll be after whoever's at fault -- probably 
with her bitcher knife. What'll we do?"

"I don't know what you're going to do," said Eney, "but I'm going to 
put in a bid: a ream of Gestencils and a dozen yellow ditto carbons!" he 
yelled out.. Then, in an aside to Ted: "How did you happen to contact a fan, 
anyway?"

"Who else would respond to a radio signal from a broadcasting unit 
shaped like a triple-spinner? With that, and the body of the thing made of 
old zaps and plonkers, and cranked with a mimeo handle, who else could we 
contact? I bid a ream of Gestencils, a dozen yellow ditto carbons, and 
five seven-inch reels of tape!"

"But what's the purpose of this?" asked Rapp. "SAPSites are all so 
high-minded, I can't imagine why they'd be interested in anything like this, 
let alone go to all the trouble of actually bringing in an alien to carry 
it out."

"Well, actually," said Ted, "it was an accident that we contacted an 
alien -- the beam was deflected upward somehow while we were transmitting 
(l think Toskey knocked it that way as he ran by, chasing Doreen --or was 
it the other way around?). Anyway, it was only luck the beam hit the ufo 
that Krl Rndn here was piloting. Things went along much better - and cer
tainly much faster - this way than if we'd succeeded in getting the tribe 
we were trying to contact. Krl had much easier access to what we wanted."

"Yes, but the purpose -- what's the purpose?"
"You remember the suggestion that was made several mailings ago about 

offering something to Wrai? We figured we might do the same for the next 
OE, " said Bruce.

"B-b-but," stammered Art, "what if Earl Kemp wins the election? Or 
Miriam??"

"Well," said Bruce, "in that case we have plans of our own. I bid a 
ream of Gestencils, a dozen yellow ditto carbons, five seven-inch reels of 
tape, and a bound volume of SPACEWARP! (it's a duplicate,)" he confided to 
Art.

"But you can't do this!"
"Oh yes we can! I bid a #50 multilith! You see, we're great believers 

in democracy, Art, and in freedom."
"That's right," said Wrai. "And this will serve as a reminder for you in 

the future -- a final torture in retaliation for your nefarious schemes. You 
will think back on this many times in the years to come, and should you be 
tempted to start a slogan you may remember what happened when you convinced us 
that The Right To Buy Women Is The Right To Be Free!!"


